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In this predominantly INDIE-TRAP album, comprising of
six musical compositions, in both English and Spanish, we
find a wide range of musical styles and influences from
‘underground’ all the way to the ‘rhapsody’. The powerful
yet elegant instrumental compositions dress these
soulfully performed lyrics which are filled with AFKAR’s
raw reflections on the modern world and the realities of
our social and musical systems. Each of the six
compositions is supported by a visual. These have been
designed to further express and enhance the mood, energy
and direction of the tracks.  Accompanying AFKAR on
this musical journey both within the project (featuring on
multiple tracks) and also assisting in post-production, we
are introduced to AREK, a DJ, producer and agitator of
the Madrid night scene. We also come across
collaborations with emerging artists from London and
Madrid across the project. DOSIS takes on a conceptual
approach with artistic ambition of the highest caliber
inspired by a healthy list of eclectic musicians such as
David Bowie, James Blake, Tino Casal and Mecano,
however, with a slightly more urban nuance. Across all of
the pieces, vocal harmonies, finely tuned bass lines and
carefully crafted rhythms, converge with energetic synths,
charged full of personality. All these sonic elements
combine healthily to support AFKAR’s strong and unique,
lead vocal performances.

AFKAR is a multifaceted artist, raised in Madrid, (1986)
with a vast catalogue of professional experience within the
worlds of music and entertainment under his belt. With a
library of unique, emotionally charged, high-quality
creations, the musician, singer, actor and dancer has been
fine-tuning his craft on stage, within recording studios,
and on TV for over a decade. Here we find that he has
poured his collective experiences and imaginative soul
into his latest creation, DOSIS.
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